Clawpack is a software package designed to solve nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equa- 
complete description of the wave propagation algorithm, developed by LeVeque, but also is notable in 
53
Since then, a number of other features were added to handle new applications, to provide a better 54 user interface and visualization tools, to incorporate higher-order accurate algorithms, to parallelize 55 through MPI and OpenMP, and other enhancements. The Clawpack 4.x line of code ended with 56 Version 4.6.3 (released in January 2013) with many of the changes from 4.3 to 4.6 1 .
57
Version 5 of Clawpack introduces a number of modern approaches to code development, interfacing 58 with other codes, and adding new capabilities. These changes are the subject of the rest of this paper. 
Hyperbolic problems

60
In one space dimension, the hyperbolic systems solved with Clawpack typically take the form of 
used, e.g. periodic boundary conditions, reflecting solid wall boundary conditions for problems such 116 as acoustics, Euler, or shallow water equations, and non-reflecting (absorbing) extrapolation boundary 117 conditions. As with all Clawpack library routines, the boundary condition routine can be copied and 118 modified by the user to implement other boundary conditions needed for a particular application.
119
In two space dimensions, hyperbolic equations might take the form 120 q t (x, y, t) + f (q(x, y, t)) x + g(q(x, y, t)) y = 0
121 or 122 q t (x, y, t) + A(x, y)q(x, y, t) x + B(x, y)q(x, y, t) y = 0 (4)
123
In order to be hyperbolic, the coefficient matrices A and B in (3) or the Jacobian matrices f (q) and 124 g (q) in (4) must have the property that any linear combination gives a diagonalizable matrix with real 125 eigenvalues. The extension to three space dimensions is similar.
126
In two or three space dimensions, the wave-propagation methods are extended using either dimen- 131
Adaptive mesh refinement is essential for many problems and has been available in two space di- AMRClaw was carried over to three space dimensions using the unsplit algorithms introduced in [31] .
135
Starting in Version 5.3.0, dimensional splitting is also supported in AMRClaw, which can be partic- 
145
The core Clawpack software repositories are:
146
• clawpack -responsible for installation and coordination of other repositories,
147
• riemann -Riemann solvers used by all the other projects,
148
• visclaw -a visualization suite used by all the other projects,
149
• clawutil -utility functions used by most other projects,
150
• classic -the original single grid methods in 1, 2, and 3 space dimensions,
151
• amrclaw -the general adaptive mesh refinement framework in 2 and 3 dimensions,
152
• geoclaw -solvers for depth-averaged geophysical flows which employs the framework in amrclaw,
153
and
154
• pyclaw -a Python implementation and interface to the Clawpack algorithms including high-
155
order methods and massively parallel capabilities.
156
• doc -the primary documentation source files, developed using Sphinx 2 ,
165
• clawpack.github.com -a host repository for the documentation html files that appear at http:
166 //www.clawpack.org, and
167
• apps -applications contributed by developers and users that go beyond the introductory examples 168 included in the core repositories.
169
The Clawpack 4.x code is also available in the repository clawpack-4.x but is no longer under 170 development.
171
Version Control
172
The Clawpack team uses the Git distributed version control system to coordinate development of Clawpack repositories" listed above are subrepositories of the main clawpack organization.
177
GitHub itself is a free provider of public Git repositories. In addition to repository hosting, the Clawpack Git repositories for a more complete list. 
266
• Calling sequences for a number of other Fortran subroutines were also modified based on experi-267 ences with the Clawpack 4.x code. These can also be used as a stand-alone product for those 268 who only want the Riemann solvers.
269
• Python front-ends were redesigned to more easily specify run-time options for the solver and vi- extrapolation, gradient testing, or user-specified criteria) 9 ,
322
• Organizing the flagged points into efficient grid patches at the next finer level, using the algorithm
324
• Interpolating the solution to newly created fine grids and initializing auxiliary data (topography,
325
wind velocity, metric data and so on) on these grids,
326
• Averaging fine grid solutions to coarser grids,
327
• Orchestrating the adaptive time stepping (i.e. sub-cycling in time),
328
• Interpolating coarse grid solution to fine grid ghost cells, and temporal refinement ratios can be specified independently from one another (as long as the temporal 
356
AMRClaw has been parallelized using OpenMP directives using a patch-based decomposition. The The parallelization of AMRClaw and GeoClaw assumes multi-core machines for the target ar-381 chitecture. PyClaw, on the other hand, does not include AMR but uses MPI via PETSc to achieve 382 parallelism on distributed memory machines that scale to tens of thousands of cores (see Section 3.6).
383
Other frameworks exist, most notably ForestClaw [11], which are being developed in parallel with 384 AMRClaw, that provide scalable AMR calculations on large distributed memory machines. 
GeoClaw
386
The GeoClaw branch of Clawpack was developed to solve the two-dimensional shallow water equa- 
392
One of the major issues is the treatment of wetting and drying of grid cells at the margins of the 393 flow. The handling of dry states in a Riemann solver is difficult to handle robustly, and has gone 394 through several iterations. GeoClaw must also be well-balanced in order to preserve steady states, in 395 particular the "ocean at rest". To achieve this, the source terms in the momentum equations arising 396 from variations in topography are incorporated into the Riemann solver rather than using a fractional Fig. 3 .
407
In addition to a variety of tsunami modeling applications, GeoClaw has been used to solve dam 
412
Nearly one quarter of the files in the AMRClaw source library have to be modified for GeoClaw.
413
There are currently 113 files in the AMRClaw 2D library, of which 26 are replaced by a GeoClaw- 
421
• In depth-averaged flow, the wave speed and therefore the CFL condition depends on the depth.
422
As a result, flows in shallow water that have been refined spatially may not need to be refined in 423 time. This "variable-time-stepping" was easily added along with the anisotropic capabilities that 424 were added to AMRClaw.
425
• The ability to specify topography via a set of topo files that may cover overlapping regions at 426 different resolutions has been added. The finite volume method requires cell averages of topogra- steps. Improvements were made in 5.2.0 so that topography could be copied rather than always 431 being recomputed in regions where there is an existing old grid.
432
• The user can now provide multiple dtopo files that specify changes to the initial topography at 433 a series of times. This is used to specify sea-floor motion during a tsunamigenic earthquake, but 434 can also be used to specify submarine landslide motion or a failing dam, for example.
435
• A number of new Python modules has been developed to assist the user in working with topo 
PyClaw solvers
484
PyClaw includes an interface to both the Classic solvers (already described above) and those of Sharp-
485
Claw [26] . SharpClaw uses a traditional method-of-lines approach to achieve high-order resolution in is a standalone package that generates WENO routines.
491
The default time stepping routines in SharpClaw are strong stability preserving (SSP) Runge- PyClaw includes a distributed parallel backend that uses PETSc through the Python wrapper petsc4py.
498
The parallel code uses the same low-level routines without modification. In the high-level routines, only communicating results to non-experts, Google Earth is also helpful.
540
The latest release of Clawpack includes many specialized VisClaw routines for handling the above 541 issues with plotting geo-spatial data. Topography or bathymetry data that was used in the simulation 542 will be read by the graphing routines, and, using distinct colormaps, both water and land can be viewed 543 on the same plot. Additionally, gauge locations can be added, along with contours of water and land. • An increased librarization effort with the Fortran based sub-packages,
578
• An extensible and more accessible interface to the Riemann solvers,
579
• An effort to allow PyClaw and the Clawpack Fortran packages to rely on more of the same 580 code-base,
581
• An increased emphasis on a larger development community,
582
• More support for new frameworks such as ForestClaw,
583
• A refactoring of the visualization tools in VisClaw, along with support for additional backends, 
